Freedom to choose with
processor-neutral solutions

Security and integration without the handcuffs. Our
truly processor neutral solution keeps you flexible
and in control.

Your business is global. Is your payment platform?
We connect with over 50 global processing partners for maximum global reach and lower transactional costs.

Transform SAP into a hub for electronic payments

Providing best-in-class e-payment integration, transaction enablement and security
solutions designed to enable your success.

Streamline PCI compliance with
tokenization and P2PE

Freedom to choose with
processor-neutral solutions

Go global with over 50
processor partners

and so many more.

In an age of digitalization where online and mobile channels are fueling growth, the strategic importance of a company’s
ecommerce platform cannot be overstated. Delego can help you minimize costs, simplify local security requirements, and create
a seamless user experience as you expand globally.
Get peace of mind. Focus on growing your business, not on compliance burdens, security risks, or being bogged down by
manual and unscalable back-end processes.

DATA SECURITY

SAP INTEGRATION

Eliminate payment card data from enterprise
systems and applications. Safeguard customer
data, streamline PCI compliance.

Reduce risk and increase efficiency by integrating your
payment ecosystem securely with SAP.
Managing disparate systems, time consuming
manual reconciliation and risk of error are
common issues when your SAP order-to-cash,
accounts receivable and collections processes are
not integrated into your e-payments ecosystem.
Delego’s cloud-based solution seamlessly and
securely integrates your SAP system with your
payments ecosystem, allowing you to manage
critical payment functions like authorization,

settlement and reconciliation directly from your
SAP system, in addition to value-added
transactional reporting.

Cardholder
data

Delego Core provides a unified platform to
facilitate e-payment acceptance, SAP integration
and data security. Utilizing a private, single
tenant, high availability cloud infrastructure,
Delego Core can be scaled globally for high
transaction volumes, and provides the ultimate
flexibility for each customer.
Responsive user interface

Certified Integration
Delego Core integrates with
SAP ECC, S/4 Hana, CRM and
Biller Direct, and is SAP CA-PCI
certified.

Delego Secure for SAP
and Web
Intercept card data before it
enters your enterprise systems,
applications, or webstore and
substitutes a secure token.

A credit card data breach can result in
lasting brand damage and significant,
long term financial repercussions for an
organization.

(P2PE), protects cardholder data from
inception, allowing a merchant to never
process, transmit or store unsecured card
data.

Delego’s portfolio of data security
solutions, featuring its proprietary
tokenization technology and
PCI-validated Point-to-Point Encryption

This approach allows for maximum PCI
scope reduction, with the potential to
reduce your SAQ to 26 questions.

Secure IFrame

Proprietary Tokenization

Rate Optimization

Unique and Secure

Processor-Neutral

Intelligent

Reusable

As a PCI DSS Level 1 Certified
service provider, Delego Core
utilizes our proprietary,
processor-neutral tokenization
technology.

Delego Core is configurable to
pass Level 2 / 3 data, providing
merchants with a significant
opportunity for interchange
rate optimization.

Unlike encrypted data, Delego
tokens cannot be reverse
engineered to reveal the actual
card number.

Seamlessly service global
customers and maintain
flexibility with your choice of
processor.

Delego tokens maintain the
ability to do BIN range, length
and Luhn tests to prevent bad
card data from entering the
token database.

Our tokens are persistent, and
can be used for recurring
transactions or saved on the
Customer Master record in SAP
for future use.

ECOMMERCE

CALL CENTER

ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE

PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

Protect your webstore from data
breach, reduce PCI scope and
create seamless user experiences

Maximize security and minimize
PCI scope with Delego Secure
and PCI-Validated Point-to-Point
Encrytion (P2PE)

Reduce your cash collection
cycles by securely accepting
electronic payments

Expert advice to help you
success. Our in-house team
leverages 20 years of SAP
experience
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